
ST. CHARLES ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS 

 

 

VARIATION #: 

LOCATION: 

V-3-2015 

1625 E. MAIN ST.  

 

Requested Action: 

 
Zoning variation to reduce the right-of-way setback requirement for a freestanding 
sign from 10 ft. to 0 ft.     
 

Purpose and Scope: 
The existing freestanding sign located on the property does not meet the right-of-
way setback requirement, and is therefore a non-conforming sign. The St. Charles 
Zoning Ordinance requires all non-conforming signs to be brought into compliance 
with the Zoning Ordinance sign standards by June 16, 2015, or 15 years after the 
sign is erected, whichever is later.  
 
The applicant is requesting the variation due to concern that if the sign is relocated 
to comply with the 10 ft. setback requirement, the sign will be blocked from view 
by the nearby traffic signal pole. Therefore, the applicant is requesting this 
variation to allow the sign to remain in its current location after the June 16, 2015 
compliance deadline. 

Existing Land Use: Commercial  

Existing Zoning:  BC Community Business District  
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The center line of Rt. 64 on the curve has not changed. Due to the Rt. 64 improvement projects, all signs
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along Rt. 64 at 10 feet set gtack are the same distance from the center line as the current location of the 
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Colonial sign. The Colonial sign would be set back further than other signs on the south side of Rt. 64 if moved.
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Yes, for the properties along Rt. 64 that have been impacted due to the Rt. 64 improvement projects (see above).
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No, just to maintain its value.
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No, the sign was in compliance until IDOT took property for the radius of the right turn lane from Tyler
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Road. Property was also taken on two different Route 64 improvement projects (see survey). 
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No. In 1959, the design of the property put the sign centered in a unique curved parking lot. The sign was
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located over 10 feet from the R.O.W. (see survey). 
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No, a sign has been in existing location since 1959.
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No, a sign has been in existing location since 1959; no change.
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